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••• Newly developed XY stereo microphone ••• 24 bit/96 kHz audio recording
••• 2 GB memory (expandable up to 32 GB) ••• Overdubbing feature •••
Marker Editing ••• Tuner and Metronome onboard ••• WaveLab LE bundled •••
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Yam aha Sy n th G u id e –
T h e Comp le te E d itio n

Since the publication of the first Music Production

Since this compressed useful knowledge for the MOTIF-based

Guide (then under the name MOTIF News Guide) in

Yamaha synthesizer family is included throughout the course of

2006, numerous Quick Guides for Yamaha synthesizers

this series, we decided to put all the parts into a single complete

and workstations provided tips and tricks beyond the
operation manual.

edition. This summary of the wide range of aspects from the MOTIF
„Classic“ to the MOXF is also well suited as a reference guide. So,
this Yamaha Synth Guide is now available in German and English

As a regular reader, you have followed our Yamaha Synth Guide

language as a PDF which can be downloaded free of charge and

series since 2011. We completed the series with Part 9 in the

without any subscription from the Internet:

December 2013 issue of the Music Production Guide.

http://www.easysounds.eu/YamahaSynthGuide_DE.pdf

It started with the explanation of basic concepts that apply for other

http://www.easysounds.eu/YamahaSynthGuide_EN.pdf

manufacturers, too. Then, every part of the workshop series has

We hope you enjoy it and that you continue to take advantage of

put its focus on a specific area of Yamaha’s versatile synthesizers.

the Yamaha Synth Guide. For questions and suggestions the e-mail

Both theoretical foundations as well as practical examples and

address ysg@hape13.de remains active.

recommendations have been collected to a large extent.
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Yama h a M OXF
Fl as h M em ory Gui d e pa rt 2
The edition 04/2013 of the Music Production Guide

In Method 2, however, individual Voices or individual Voice Banks,

included an introduction to the subject “Flash Memory

including their User Waveforms and Samples, are loaded from

Expansion” for the new MOXF6/MOXF8. We want to

several soundsets into the three User Voice Banks and combined

follow up on this with this workshop and give you some

into an aggregate library that is always available.

recommendations on the organisation of soundsets

We will now present both of these methods by means of examples

and Samples.

in several steps.

Library Management

Method 1: Lo ading soundsets

Building up a Flash Memory content for multiple soundsets can be
felt as something of a challenge for less experienced users. However,
with the necessary knowledge and the descriptions below, it is easier
than expected and to cope within a short time. We provide two
different methods.

alternately
As described in the section „First Steps“ (Music Production Guide
04/2013, page 13), soundsets with Samples are normally loaded
with the options „with Waveform“ and „with Sample“ by activating
the appropriate boxes in the File menu.
However, soundsets can also be loaded without User Waveforms

In method 1, the Flash Memory is first successively filled with the

and Samples by de-ativating the two options „with Waveform“ and

Waveforms and Samples of the different soundsets. Any single

„with Sample“.

Waveform receives a fixed number and their assignment is

Doing so will load all data contained in an All-file (Voices,

automatically corrected in the Voices. Each soundset is, however,

Performances, Songs...) with the exception of User Waveforms and

re-saved with the new assignment but without Waveforms and

Samples.

Samples. After completion of the newly combined library, the

However, as functional this option may seem, it has far-reaching

individual soundsets can be loaded alternately - their Waveforms

consequences with respect to the Sample organisiation in the Flash

and Samples are already located in the Flash Memory.

Memory.
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The deactivation of the options allows you to build a comprehensive

The User Waveforms and Samples of both soundsets are now in the

Voice and Performance library based on the User Waveforms and

Flash Memory and have a fixed Waveform number. The assignment

Samples installed in the Flash Memory. This can include the entire

in the Voices was automatically adjusted.

memory of three User Voice Banks and two Performance Banks.
Nevertheless, it can be loaded with a very small amount of time of

Now you can alternately load the files DANCEPR2 and XTASYN2

just a few seconds.

that you’ve generated with steps 2 and 4. But de-activate the

Suppose you have purchased the soundsets „Dance Pro“ and
„Xtasyn“. You want to use both soundsets frequently without having

options „with Waveform“ and „with Sample“. The loading time for
every soundset is only a few seconds because no User Waveforms

to reload the Samples every single time, so you “install” them in the

and Samples have to be loaded. These are - similar to the ROM

Flash Memory.

area - installed in the Flash Memory. After the loading process no
reassignment or correction is required.

To d o so, follow these ste p s :

According to this description, you can proceed with other soundsets.

1. Load the All-file „DANCEPRO.X6A“. The options „with

In each case, first load the complete All-file with the options „with

Waveform“ and „with Sample“ are activated

Waveform“ and „with Sample“ enabled, then re-save without the
options.
Finally, please do not forget to store the entire set of Waveforms
and Samples in the Flash Memory as a new All-file on an external
storage medium.
By the way: If you want to combine more than two soundsets in

2. Save the loaded memory content with SAVE – Type All. Here,
the option „with Sample“ is to be disabled. Be sure to select a
different file name (eg DANCEPR2) so as not to overwrite the
existing file
3. Now load the All-File „XTASYN.X6A“. The options „with
Waveform“ and „with Sample“ are activated. The Waveforms
and Samples contained in this file are added to the Flash
Memory. The Waveforms and Samples that were loaded with the
„DANCEPRO“ file will not be overwritten!
4. Save the loaded memory content with SAVE – Type All. Here,

the Flash Memory using the method described above, we strongly
recommend an intermediate backup of the complete contents,
which is done in the above example in step 5. This means that you
also create an All-file with the options „with Waveform“ and „with
Sample“ being activated. This results in increasingly larger files with
every soundset, but these files can be backed up on the PC when
needed. This caching is important in the event that you make a
mistake, which can happen perhaps due to lack of routine. From
regular backups, however, the most recent state can be recovered
easily, so you do not have to start all over again.

the option „with Sample“ is to be disabled. Again, be sure to

However, the method described above is only one of several ways

select a different file name (eg XTASYN2)

of sample organisation. If you want to have complete soundsets

5. Store the current memory contents again with SAVE - Type All

available alternately and without long loading times, this way is

as a backup file. This time, however, you need to activate the

highly recommended. The Waveforms and Samples of all soundsets

option „with Sample“, so that the new compilation in the Flash

are permanently available in the Flash Memory. By loading the files

Memory - that is, all Waveforms and Samples - are stored, too.

without options you have access to all the Voices, Performances,

This backup is important in the event that you ever are forced to

and possibly also all Arpeggios of a soundset - without any effort for

re-install or format the Flash Memory module - from whatever

compilations or assignments.

reason
6. Copy the data files stored on the USB flash drive to a PC or
save them to an external server

If you play in several bands, for example, or simultaneously work
on different projects, this method is optimal. Changing the required
Voice memory is done very quick and without long Sample loading
times.

Method 2: Storing a
combined soundset
A fundamentally different way than the method described above
is to load individual Voices or individual Voice Banks from several
soundsets, including the User Waveforms and Samples, into the
three User Voice Banks and combine them to a total library.
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In the following example these EASY SOUNDS soundsets will be
combined into one sound library:

GUIDE

The proposed compilation of Voice Banks looks as follows:
• USER1 		

= Xtasyn (128 Voices)

• Xtasyn

• USER2 1 – 64

= Xtasyn (64 Voices)

• Synth Xtreme

• USER2 65 – 128

= Chill Xperience (64 Voices)

• USER3		

= Synth Xtreme (128 Voices)

• Chill Xperience
When compiling, a systematic approach is generally recommended.

7

The highest priority in this compilation is conceded to the soundset
„Xtasyn“. This soundset is loaded completely and all of its Voices,

First, you should get an overview of the content contained in the

Performances, User Waveforms, Samples, and User Arpeggios are

soundsets, which in our example is as follows:

included.
From the other soundsets the Voices including their Waveforms and

X ta s y n

Samples are included in the extent described above. Compromises

• 128 Voices (USER1)

have to be made concerning the Performances and User Arpeggios.

• 64 Voices (USER2)

In the soundset Synth Xtreme many Performances contain Slice

• 10 Drum Kits
• 24 Performances
• 128 User Waveforms

Loops and User Arpeggios, so that it is not possible to include them
in our compilation.
From Chill Xperience only those Performances can be considered,
which rely on the first 64 Voices.

• 120 MB Samples
• 182 User Arpeggios

S y n th X trem e
• 128 Voices (USER1)

St e p 1 = P r e par at io n s
• UTILITY – Job - Factory Set
• Copy the three soundsets (X6A files) onto a USB stick
• Format the Flash Memory module

• 48 Voices (USER1)
• 16 Performances
• 52 User Waveforms
• 124 MB Samples
• 156 User Arpeggios

Chi l l X perience
• 128 Voices (USER1)
• 5 Drumloop Kits (USER2)
• 24 Performances
Now it is time to plan the compilation and to to make some
preliminary considerations.

St e p 2 = Loadin g MOXF „ Xtas yn“ ( c o mp l et e)
• File - Type „ALL“

The three User Banks feature 384 Voice memory slots. However, the

• Select the file „XTASYN.X6A“

content of the soundset includes 496 Voices.

• Activate the options „with Waveform“ & „with Sample“,

Therefore only USER 1 is used from Synth Xtreme. The 48 Slice Drum
Voices in USER 2 are omitted.

if necessary
• Press the button SF1 (EXEC) to start the loading process
• !!! The loading process is started without immediately !!!

From Chill Xperience only the Voices 1 - 64 are selected. Since these

• First the message „Now loading...“ appears,

Voices do not contain Samples, it’s no problem to flexibly change

followed by „Now installing to the Flash Expansion

these Voices later. The five Drum Loop kits (USER2) are omitted.

Memory Module.“

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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St e p 5 = Data Bac kup
• File - Type „ALL“

• File - Type „Voice“

• Select F2 – SAVE

• Select the file „CHILLXP.X6A“

• Activate the option „with Sample“

• Activate the options „with Waveform“ & „with Sample“,

• Use the cursor buttons to highlight the field for the name and

if necessary
• Press the ENTER button to enter the list of Banks contained in

enter a filename
• Press the button SF1 (EXEC) to start the storing process

that file, then select the desired source Bank (USER 1)
• Use the ENTER button again to jump into the list of Voices
contained in the selected Bank
• Use the dial or the YES/NO buttons to select the first Voice to
be loaded from the list
• Use the cursor button [<] to call up the selection of the
target Bank and target Voice – for our example please select
USER1:065 (E01), since the Voices 1-64 are already occupied
• Press the button SF1 (EXEC) to start the loading process
• !!! The loading process is started without immediately !!!
• First the message „Now loading...“ appears, followed by
„Now installing to the Flash Expansion Memory Module.“

The Voice Compilation is now complete.
Copy this file to the hard disk of your computer in order to have
a backup!

For the other Voices 2-64 proceed likewise. So for Voice 2 choose
the target Voice 66, for Voice 3 the target Voice 67, etc.

St e p 6 = F ur t h e r P e r f o r man c e s
If desired, you can now add Performances from the soundsets. The
procedure corresponds to the file type Voice we already described.
Performances can be loaded individually with the data type
„Performance“.
While the loading is in process a message may appear, stating
that the Performance makes use of User Voices - this should be
understood only as an information and not as an error message.
In the Performance Parts, however, a correction of the parameters

Ste p 4 = Loa d ing MOXF „Synth Xtr e me “
( 1 Voice Ba nk )
• File - Type „1BankVoice“
• Select the file „SYNTHXT.X6A“
• Activate the options „with Waveform“ & „with Sample“,
if necessary

„Bank“ and „Number“ is necessary because the Voices are no
longer in their original location.
St e p 7 = R e p l ac in g in div idual Vo ic e s
After loading complete Banks you may want to include a few
individual Voices from other Voice Banks into your new compilation.
This is done as described in step 3 with the type „Voice“.

• Press the ENTER button to enter the list of Banks contained in
that file, then select the desired source Bank (USER 1)
• Use the cursor button [<] to jump into the left part of the
display where you can select the target Bank

Conclusion
So far for the description of the steps for compiling an individual
Flash Memory content, which is in principle applicable to any other

• Set USER3 as target Bank

soundsets.

• Press the button SF1 (EXEC) to start the loading process

The loading of soundsets with deactivated options „with Waveform“

• !!! The loading process is started without immediately !!!

& „with Sample“ is also possible and useful if a memory content
was previously stored without the option „with Sample“. Like for the

• First the message „Now loading...“ appears, followed by

MOTIF XF, this comes in handy when the time-consuming re-saving

„Now installing to the Flash Expansion Memory Module.“

of the Samples should be avoided if only Voices and Performances

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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have been changed. Ideally, ALL files are available in two versions:
One that is including all the Samples - stored in somewhat larger
intervals as a backup - and another without Samples as the working
copy that is made after each relevant change to the user memory
contents.
We hope that the recommendations and instructions have put you in
the position to fully exploit the potential of your instrument with the
new features. So the sentence „Inspiration Comes In A Flash“ is now
fully valid for the owner of the MOXF series, too.

Hans-Peter Henkel & Peter Krischker
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Yama h a M X S e r i e s :
J ohn M e las Too l s

Ever since the first edition of the Music Production
Guides - then known as the MOTIF News Guide - we
have regularly presented the John Melas Tools for
Yamaha synthesizers.

But first, let‘s get an overview of the existing MX Tools.

The most recently published articles can be found in the following
issues:

Basically all Tools that are summarized in the Complete Pack are

John Melas‘ Website clarifies which editors are offered in the various
formats of the „Complete Pack“

also available separately. But in the case of the MX49/MX61 the

• 2011-09 - Total Librarian for? MOTIX / MOX / S series

Complete Pack is so cheap with its price of 49.00 EUR that John

• 2013-01 - John Melas Tool for Yamaha MX49/MX61
and DTX700

Melas has refrained from a separate sale of the individual Editors.

• 2013-03 - MOTIF XF / XS: John Melas Waveform Editor 1.6.0
• 2014-01 - John Melas Tools for MOXF
In this issue we will look at the Tools for the Yamaha MX49/MX61
while also dealing in depth with the conversion of MOTIF Voices into
the MX format.

The MX49/MX61 Complete Pack features these Editors:
• Total Librarian
• Voice Editor
• Drum Kit Editor
• Performance Editor
While the Total Librarian has a superior function as a sound
manager, the Voice Editor, the Drum Kit Editor, and the Performance
Editor are responsible for detailed sound design.

MIDI Setup
Before using one of the Tools, its MIDI Setup must be set correctly.
The MX49/MX61 must be connected via USB to the computer - after
having installed the appropriate driver.
In UTILITY – 02:MIDI – MIDI IN/OUT the MX has to be set to „USB“.
In the MIDI Setup of the Editor MIDI In and Out have each to be set
to Port 1 of the MX49/MX61.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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With the MX Total Librarian, it is possible to import files of the
following Yamaha synthesizers and transfer them to the MX49/
MX61:
• MOTIF XF: X3A, X3V
• MOXF: X6A, X6V
• MOTIF XS: X0A, X0V, X0E
• MOTIF-RACK XS: X1E
• S90 XS/S70 XS: X2A, X2V

The Total Librarian and the

• MOX: X4A, X4V

import of MOTIF Voices

• MX49/MX61: X5A

The Total Librarian was already presented in detail in issue 2011-09

• MOXF: X6A, X6V

by John Melas personally.

Although the MX Voices are largely compatible with those of the

We will therefore only just summarize the key features and then take
care of the conversion of Voices from the MOTIF to the MX format.

MOTIF series, some restrictions must be observed:
The Voice names can contain up to 10 characters in the MX.
Longer names will be truncated automatically. In some cases it may
make sense to customize the names in Total Librarian prior to the
transfer to the MX.
For MOTIF Arpeggio Voices the allocation of the Arpeggios can
not be converted due to the significantly lower number of Preset
Arpeggios or missing User Arpeggios in the MX. The corresponding
Performance Part of the converted User Voice is automatically set
to „ARP Off“, which makes sense, because without the original
Arpeggio the Voice would produce no sound.
If the Voice should be used as an Arpeggio Voice in the MX, you can
manually select an Arp Type for the Part (02:Part, 03:Arp Select) and
set its Arp parameter to „On“.
The Arpeggio settings are stored in the Performance, but can also be
stored in the User Voice by using a trick: After setting the Arpeggio

The MX Librarian window

select a Voice parameter (eg InsEff), change it slightly, undo the
change, and then store the User Voice on a new memory location.

The Total Librarian knows two own file formats: „Total Library Files“

Although the current Voice can be overwritten, the corresponding

and „Voice Files“. An unlimited number of files can be opened

Voice number has to be re-selected!

simultaneously.
„Voice Files“ can contain an unlimited number of Normal Voices and
Drum Kits. They serve as a Voice „pools“, from which you select the
Voices that are then sent to „Total Library Files“ or to the synthesizer.

A sound significantly deviating from the original can occur if the
MOTIF Voice uses a High Pass Filter (HPF) or one of the Dual-Band
Filter types. These special types of filters are not present in the MX
and are replaced by a Low-Pass Filter.

The support of comments for each Voice makes it very easy to find

In the MX, only the Low-Pass Filters (LPF) 6dB to 24dB are available.

a particular Voice.

The MX has only one Insert Effect per Voice, while the MOTIF features

„Total Library Files“ can contain all User Banks of your synthesizer. In
the case of the MX49/MX61 these are the User Voices, User Drum
Kits, and Performances.

the Insert Effects A + B.
Here John Melas has developed an intelligent conversion routine. It
is not simply deleting Insert B without any replacement, because this
could mean that an effect like EQ and Compressor - which is less

From the beginning one of the salient features of the Total Librarian

important for the sound - remains active, while soundaltering effects

was the possibility to exchange files of different formats.

like Rotary, Distortion, or Wah would be dropped.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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Voice Editor
It is known that a detailed Voice editing (Element Edit) is not possible

• Rotary

on the MX itself. This is exactly what John Melas has realized with the

• Dist

MX Voice Editor: It gives you access to every Voice parameter. This

• Pitch
• Talk

software offers a sound design which is largely identical to the top
models MOTIF XS/XF & MOXF..

• Wah
• Phaser
• Flanger
• Delay
• Cho
• Rev
• LoFi
• Tek
• Comp
• EQ

The Start window of the Voice Editor

For example, if in the MOTIF InsA is set to EQ and InsB to Phaser, the

After having started the Voice Editor and having done the settings of

Phaser effect is retained, because in the priority list it is above EQ.

the MIDI setup, it is recommended to first perform the setup function

It must also be borne in mind that the Reverb and Chorus Send

„Synchronize“ in order to receive the names of the User Voices.

Levels are part of the Voice in the MOTIF, but can be only be set in

Of course this only makes sense if there already are User Voices in

the Performance Part in the MX. The same applies to the Effect Types

the MX. This is not the case by “factory default”. If you have however

for Reverb and Chorus, which are also part of the Performance. So if

edited Voice parameters of Preset Voices and stored them, they

Voices are supposed to be largely identical with regard to the effect
settings, they need to be improved manually.

were stored as User Voices in each Category right behind the Preset
Voices. The User Voices have a „U“ in front of their Voice number.
The converted MOTIF Voices of the soundset “Dance Pro” (which is

An important technical note: If you encounter transmission problems

discussed in another article of this issue) - or any other converted

in a bulk dump from the Editor to the MX, check the parameter „Bulk

MOTIF Voices - appear as User Voices in the MX.

Interval“ in the MIDI Setup. A value of 40ms should be okay.

The Preset Voices are already stored in the Editor and are available

It should also be mentioned that the conversion of MOTIF Voices

at all times.

described here is only one aspect of the Total Librarian.

You can now select all Voices currently present in the MX for editing

In the long run, the library management is more important, which

from the „Voice Selection“ field.

enables you to quickly combine Performances or User Voices from

Alternatively, you can use the “Receive” function to transmit a single

different files to a new bank.

Voice from the MX to the Editor.

For the editing of the up to eight Voice Elements the Editor features
seven pages – six next to the already selected page „General“.

The Voice Common settings with the subpages for Insert Effect,
Common LFO, and Control Sets are available from each of the
Voice Element pages in the top right of the Editor window.

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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A further, more detailed description of the Voice editing process is
beyond the scope of this article. Those who want to know more
should read the „Yamaha Synth Guide - Part 5: Voice Mode“ in the
2013-01 issue of the Music Production Guide.
After the Voice Editing the Voice can either be remotely stored on the
MX with „Store“ or „Store to“ or saved as a „Voice File“ in the Editor’s
format with „Save“.

The Performance Editor is basically a reflection of the Performance
parameters of the MX and offers an excellent complete overview of
all functions. The pages and their parameters are self-explanatory.
After editing a Performance you can save it from the Editor or by
pressing STORE directly on the MX.

Drum Kit Editor

It’s also possible to save it as a Mix file in the Editor’s own format
by using SAVE AS.

The editor features of the Drum Kit Editor correspond to those of the

The Performance Editor is an invaluable aid both for the programming

Voice Editor.

of Performances for the use on stages as well as for the creation of

For each Drum Key a separate Element window is available.

complex multis with up to 16 Parts.

In the MX, a total of eight memory slots for User Drum Voices is

The MX Complete Pack offers such a comprehensive software

available. These can also be used to store modified Preset Drum
Voices.

support that every MX user is recommended to purchase it.
Peter Krischker

Performance Editor
The operation of the Performance Editor differs somewhat from the
other Editors.
The Selection field is missing here, because the Performance
currently selected in the MX is automatically transferred from the
MX to the Editor – with all the settings of all 16 Parts including the
Arpeggio settings.
If you prefer to select the Performances from the Editor, you should
first perform the above mentioned setup function „Synchronize“ for
Performance and Voice names.
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MX49 / M X6 1
Soun d s e t „D a n c e P r o “

The world‘s first optional soundset for the Yamaha

productions. These arrangements combine audio tracks (drums/

Synthesizer MX49/MX61 is now available from EASY

electronic percusssion loops) with MIDI tracks (bass and synth

SOUNDS.
„Dance Pro“ contains 128 up-to-date synth sounds for pop, dance,
and electronic music and was programmed by top international
sound designers. The User Voices were acquired from the MOTIF
series and optimally adapted to expand the MX49/MX61 to be a
trendy dance synthesizer.

sounds).
So: With „Dance Pro“ the MX49/MX61 provides an excellent base
for trendy music productions for a small budget.
The soundset is delivered in MX-format (.X5A). A USB flash drive is
required to load the soundset into the MX.
Alternatively, the soundset can be transferred to the MX by using the
software „Total Librarian“ by John Melas http://www.jmelas.gr

Since the User Voice bank of the MX49/MX61 is initially empty on

More information about „Dance Pro“ and an extensive selection of

delivery, no existing preset Voices are overwritten.

MP3 demos and videos can be found here:

As additional content the „Dance Pro“ soundset also includes more
than 100 MB of drum loops (WAV format) and ten audio/MIDI
arrangements. The audio/MIDI arrangements can be used with
external sequencers (DAW) as a starting point for your own dance

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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MO TIF X S/XF :
EX PLORING S O UND :
„Energ y “
W o rks ho p s e r i e s fo r Ya m a ha MO TI F u sers

For several years now dubstep and related varieties of
electronic music flood the charts. Therefore it is high
time to equip the Yamaha MOTIF with appropriate
sounds and grooves. The innovative soundset „Energy“
features powerful modulative basses, rapid arpeggios
and relevant drum beats. Get to know what you can do
with this versatile soundset.
Current pop music gets mixed with electro house, dubstep, and
complextro. The most important features are: wobble basses,
pulsating arpeggios, and the tempo-synced complextro bass lines,

Performances from Energy are played live on the

which are characterized by rapid sound change. Typical for dubstep

MOTIF XS7. The video shows a short section

are beats which often switch between straight and triplet rhythms
and move in tempos from 130-140 bpm. Special feature: The snare
is not usually set on the „two“ and „four“, but on the third beat. The

An overview of the content

result is a half-time feel with a calm nature. But Energy also offers

The Sample memory of the MOTIF XS, XF, and MOXF is properly

the popular „Four on the Floor“-Grooves for house and dance.

filled by Energy with 128 User Waveforms and 125 MB Samples. In

Fact: You‘ll be surprised by the strong intrinsic character of this
collection when you first try some sounds. How easy the new sounds
and phrases of Energy can be used is shown with Performances in
the „motifnews“ YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/user/motifnews/videos

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM

addition to powerful drums, sound effects, and abstract FX-collages
new synthesizer Waveforms are the main focus. Based on these
Waveforms, 128 Voices (USER 1) and eight new Drum Voices (USER
DR) were created. A total of 256 User Arpeggio Patterns simplify
arranging drum, bass, and synth parts. The 24 Performances almost
feel like Styles of arranger keyboards.
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Load the ALL file and listen to the new Waveforms first. Simply press

Let‘s look a little bit behind the scenes at the example of USR1:065

the button „Integrated Sampling“ or go to UTILITY - F6 Flash to play

„Mega Complextro“. Such a complextro Voice is based on

the Samples directly from the keyboard of the MOTIF / MOXF. The

80 individual Samples, which are used to construct and play back

first eight Waveforms contain new kicks and snares with a special

complex rhythmic sound patterns (keyword: flip-book). These

mapping for the User Arpeggio Patterns, then you will discover other

80 Samples spread over ten octaves. Every octave features a different

individual drum Samples. After the FX-collages (from Waveform
032) the Waveforms 038-045 contain the Samples for the striking
complextro Voices - we will look at them in more detail later. For now,
take a look at the comprehensive mapping of over 50 individual
Samples per Waveform.
Many rough and aggressive synth sounds can be found in the
Waveforms 046 to 083. They were produced with FM synthesis and
especially with old and new analog synth classics. Up to Waveform

sound. In addition, the Samples are distributed across eight dynamic
zones. So: Depending on the velocity you can play eight different
sounds per octave, so overall you get a kit with 10 x 8 Samples.
Tip: While you are playing the mega complextro Voices 1-4, you
should try using the Knob for ARP FX/Velocity. This will shift the
individual velocity zones, which allows you to playfully create new
sound variations.

111 you will find some spherical effects that can be played tonally.
The Waveforms conclude with guitar hits and vox samples that can
provide fresh colors in the song production.

Practical use of Lead Voices
The 128 User Voices make good use of these new Samples. Those
who turn their MOTIF with volatile memory off and on again, will
notice that practically all Voices from Energy are based on the
new Waveforms. The first Voice USR1:001 „Clean Scream AF1&2“
beautifully represents the glide effect from the currently fashionable
lead synths for genres like dance and dubstep. However, such a
sound wants to played properly.
Tip: Play fast repeated notes (1/16ths) and put some longer notes
inbetween, to emphasize the glissando.

The piano roll editor is perfect to design new phrases for
complextro Voices. Different velocity values and octaves
result in countless combinations

Playing USR1:001 „DubSolist AS&AF&AM“ is somewhat different.
Here you use the modulation wheel to suppress the longer glide
effect of the pitch envelope.
If you need rhythmic animation, take a Arp Voice for the lead part.
Try USR1:024 „Rock it! AF1&2“. As indicated in the sound’s name,
you can vary it with the AF buttons. In USR1:021 „Djs Friend

Now hit the Edit button for Voice 065: You will see that the Voice
is composed of eight Elements (Waveforms 038-045) which are
distributed dynamically. To know the exact dynamic range, please
look under „Velocity Limit“.

Arp AF1&2“ or USR1:030 „Gamer Arp AF1&2“ even the synth

Tip: Consider the Arpeggio Patterns only as a starting point. Disable

Waveforms can be exchanged. This allows you to replace the sound

the Arpeggiator and use your DAW to develop your own Phrases

completely, like perhaps during a two-bar phrase which - used

with a MIDI track to trigger the complextro Voices.

skillfully - has a great effect. By the way, all Arp-Leads should not be
hold longer than 1 or 2 bars, but considered as „fills“ with drive for
the arrangement.

Pure refinement: Complextro
Economy while playing also applies to the complextro Voices that
represent a highlight of the Energy soundset. This distinctive Voices
can be found on the user-memory locations 065 to 076. Try these

You must be wondering about the differences between the twelve
complextro Voices. Here is the answer: In addition to the Arpeggios
the effect settings also vary. The Voices from 69 no velocity splits
and less variations are used. These sounds are recommended
for live playing directly with the keyboard, AF1/2 can be used for
spontaneous sound changes.
Another tip for sound tweaking: Select the first Kit „Psychedlic Dub“

Voices briefly and don’t forget to use the Arp buttons 1 to 5. Each of

from the User Drum Kits (Category button USER DR). Now, while

them features a complex phrase which offers rabid sound changes

the drum Arpeggio is running, press the F6 key (Effect) and try

including wobbling. Due to some rhythmic samples, you should

different effect types (Dynamic Filter, Isolator, Tech Mopdulation) for

leave the Arp tempo to 140 bpm as possible.

„Insertion B“ - you will be surprised!
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Voice 119. These Voices can conjure an atmospheric backdrop in
no time, matching the drum grooves of Energy. Of course you can
arrange them more individually if you disable the Arpeggiator and
rhythmically play all of the eight Samples by hand - pay attention to
the pitch of each of the sound effects.
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Live jamming using the
Perfo rmances
The 24 Performances are perfect for trying spontaneous song
ideas. The Arpeggiator structure of all Performances is optimised
to the needs of live keyboard players and producers. This means
that switching between Arp 1 to 5 won’t constantly produce new
Phrases. Rather, a few solid Phrases are maintained and repeatedly

Song production made easy

muted by Mute Arps. This avoids a wild mess and an overemphasis

Dubstep is electronic music and is produced on the computer.

“densities” between the individual sections almost certainly a natural

It is simple and effective to proceed by recording single parts

tension as in the classic songwriting can be reached while playing

(complextro, drum groove, lead synth) from Energy as audio files

with a Performance.

and then assemble them in the arrange windows of your DAW

The first Performance USR1:001 „The Wolf“ perfectly demonstrates

(eg Cubase). Ideally, you control your Yamaha MOTIF with a

that concept: Arp 1 and 5 are designed without drums as quiet intro

MIDI track and record its audio signals. Exactly according to this

or ending. The verse is represented by Arp 2 and Arp 3 with one

approach, the demo arrangements for Energy have been created.

and the same drum beat without a snare, while the Main Pattern is

This is how a song arrangement could look like:

created with Arp 4. Even better than quick words: Please watch the

Start with a drum groove, for example with the help of USR DR:05
(Energy Filt/Dlay). An Arp beat (marked white in the arragement
screen) with two or four bars is usually sufficient, please do not
vary the drums to much. Look for a solid sine bass phrase from
USR1:070 „Complextro 2 AF1&2“ (black). Action á la dubstep is
coming from a mega complextro Voice (blue). Pause the drums and
bass, so the mega complextro phrase steps into the foreground. The
four-bar break is clearly visible in the arrangement screen. Later

on the complextro Voices. Thanks to several different arrangement

video for this workshop and pay attention to the organic composition
by simply changing the ARP sections.
So far for some simple tips to „Energy“, showing that you can
discover many new inspiration in this product. With this soundset
the Yamaha MOTIF / MOXF is updated with trendy grooves, phrases
and Voices. Have fun tinkering!
Matthias Sauer
www.app-sound.com

in that song both complextro Voices are combined, and at the end
of the example song the agile mega complextro phrase is soloed
again.

LINK S

The demo is loosened for two bars with the Arp Voice USR1:084 „Yai
Arped AF1&2“ (orange). A charismatic pad is added with USR1:103
„Sky Vocode AF1&2“ (pink). Chord hits are done with the 8Z FX kits,

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/motifnews/videos
Sound product: www.easysounds.de

specifically USR1:122 „8Z FX Guitar Kit“ (green). Use USR1:108
„Athmo Loop 140bpm“ (yellow) for filling the background with an
atmospheric element, which can also be used to start the demo
song.
„Energy“ for Yamaha MOTIF
is the power source for the
latest pop music with
influences from dubstep,
complextro, and related styles

Successively record individual phrases from MOTIF as
audio files and arrange them in the DAW.
Energy offers ample material for producing
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Ya ma ha DT X
E- Dr u m Wo r k s h o p
Hyb r i d d r um k it s : A p o p u l a r t r e nd
in the d r u m sc e n e

The term „hybrid“ is found in many areas of the

The Material

industry. For drummers it‘s quite simple: A hybrid kit

I have culled a few items from my drum stock that make a great

is a combination of an acoustic and an electronic drum

hybrid kit.

kit. But: Why would you choose a hybrid kit and what
benefits would you have of them as a drummer? In the
following workshop I will try to answer these questions.
If I play an acoustic drum kit, I already have the sound that I like,
because I chose that kit, starting with the bass drum, to the snare,
to the toms and to the selection of my favourite cymbals. If I pick up
the drums with microphones, I can finetune their sound using EQs
and effects.
The advantages of a hybrid kit lie in its versatility of sounds made
available to the drummer: electronic, dance & dub sounds, or even

Ac o us t ic dr ums :
• Yamaha Live Custom
• 10“ Tom
• 14“ Floor tom
• 20“ Bass drum
• 14“ Snare (metal)
Cymb al s :
• Meinl Byzance Traditional
• 20“ Medium ride
• 16“ Thin crash
• 14“ Medium hi-hat

your own samples. By using Triggers on the acoustic drums, you can
for example play electronic drum sounds directly on the acoustic kit.

E l e ctr o n ic dr ums :
• DTX502 module

Drummers of a cover band love hybrid kits, since they enable them

• DTX Multi-12 (Multipad)

to cater all types of music authentically. Heavy Metal drummers like

• DT20 trigger

to trigger their bass drums, so they have a clean signal even in fast

• XP100SD 3-zone Snare Pad

double bass drum passages. And these are just a few of the benefits.

• XP70 Tom Pads
• PCY135 3-zone Cymbal Pad

There a plenty of reasons to put together a hybrid kit.

• PCY100 3-zone Cymbal Pad

So: Get to work!!

• HH65 Hi-Hat controller

EUROPE.YAMAHA.COM
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A little hint: The tape of the holder is very strong. In order not to
damage the beautiful drums, I attach „soft“ tape on the drum shell
and then attach the holder on this „primer“.

with a Muffl ring from Remo. This does not take to much sound from
Using the appropriate hardware, I then position the electronic drum
pads and the Yamaha DTX Multi-12. The DTX502 module is last
to attach to my hardware using a multi-clamp. With this module
Yamaha had hybrid kits in mind, because in the middle of the back
much space is left so that you can attach the module easily to a
the bass drum, but has advantages for triggering, since it results in

cymbal stand or the hi-hat machine.

a cleaner Trigger signal.
If I don‘t want to mic the toms, I can use the Muffl rings for the toms
too. They will be a little quieter, decreasing the overall stage volume.
However, in my case I want to use microphones and use the full
sound of the toms.
In the next step I attach the Triggers - the Yamaha DT20 – to the
toms, snare, and bass drum. Of course, the Triggers should be

Now only the wiring is to be done. I could also connect the
DTX Multi-12 with the Pads and Triggers, but in this case I want to
use the Multi-12 for percussion sounds & samples and the DTX502
module for the Pads and Triggers.

Settings
located in a place where the drumhead is not hit with the stick. The
Triggers have a jack socket and a self-adhesive socket holder.

How to assign your own sounds to the Pads was already described
in detail in the penultimate workshop „Yamaha DTX502 Basics 1“.
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In a hybrid kit, you should create multiple User Kits, because you
can decide for each User Kit whether to activate the Triggers of the
acoustic kit or not (by setting them to „no assign“).
Of course, the DTX502 can not know itself of what the hybrid kit
consists of.
Therefore you have to assign the corresponding Pad or Trigger
to the Trigger Input Channels, before you can deal with the fine

Again: Try and feel. Use the dial to try out all the settings. Incidentally,
it is very interesting to see what happens with different settings.
If you now press the right arrow button four times, you can set the
Velocity Minimum Level. This is a fine adjustment for the Pad how to
respond to a particular hit strength.

adjustment.
First, select a User Kit by pressing the KIT button and turning the
dial to select an empty User Kit. During the storing operation, you
can give the User Kit a custom name. In my case, I call the first kit
„Hybrid LC“ (for Live Custom).

Don‘t fo rget to save
your wo rk
There are of course many more parameters, such as Gain and

Setting the correct Pad

Rejection Time and so on, but that‘s a new workshop theme. Please
do not forget to save your new settings!

Press the „SHIFT“ and „SAVE / ENTER“ (MENU) buttons simultaneously
to enter the main menu. Now use the dial to select the menu
06: Trigger. Press the right arrow button (cursor) three times, here

Conclusion
Once you have assigned all the Pads and programmed your sounds
the best part comes: Playing! You now have a variety of sounds
like you never had before on any other drum kit. You can play
acoustically, use electronic sounds, or mix both. How about trying to
mix the acoustic bass drum with a fat sound effect? The results are
first class! If you play in a cover band, you can play Bryan Adams
with the acoustic kit and Lady Gaga with the electro sounds. In short:
You always have the right & best sound at hand...

you can set the Pad or Trigger for each Trigger Channel. Just hit the
Pad / Trigger you want to set and select the correct type. In my case,
the Snare Pad is still set to XP80, so I change it to „SN: XP120/100“.

Have fun with your hybrid kit

You should set all Pads and Triggers to their corresponding types.

Yours Ralf Mersch

There are also settings for the Yamaha Triggers DT10/20.

Setting velocity values
You can now go into the fine adjustment and adjust each Trigger
Channel to suit your own playing style until you like the response
of the Triggers or Pads. My only tip here is: Experiment with these
settings to find your optimum. Each drummer drums just different.
The Velocity Curve is of great importance: Press the left arrow button
once and adjust the Velocity Curve. This setting affects the response
of the Pad / Trigger depending on strength of the hit.
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Musi c P r o d uc t io n G u i d e s –
complet e a r c h iv e o n l i n e

On the last page of the Music Production Guide a link can
be found to download a zip-file containing all previous
editions (in the Box „Music Production Guide History“).
In addition, we now offer all readers the opportunity to access all
previous issues online. So the Guides archive is available from
everywhere you‘ve got connection to the internet.
After entering the access data, simply click on the relevant issue in
order to open it for reading.
The link to the German editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_DE
The link to the English editions:
http://easysounds.macbay.de/MusicProductionGuides_EN
Login:
Name: musicpro
Password: guide
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Y a mah a Good ie :
MX49/ M X 6 1
Pe rfo r ma n c e K i t

With the „Performance Kit“ there is free additional, yet high-quality
content available for MX49/MX61 users. It was produced by Yamaha
Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS and consists of the
following components:
• MX49/MX61 Performance Library
• WAV pool with about 200 WAV files totaling 93 MB
(drum loops, vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects,
and atmospheres)
• MIDI loops & arpeggios
To register for this free goodie simply write an e-mail with the
keyword „MX49/MX61 Performance Kit“ to:
mxgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete you will receive an
e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the
file can be downloaded.
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Ne w Ya ma h a Good i e :
MOX „S o un d & G r oov e K i t “

The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.
This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from the EASY
SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.
In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects and atmospheres for Cubase AI and other DAWs.
Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:
moxgoodies@easysounds.de

EASY SOUNDS Soundsets for MOX
The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS will be available shortly in the MOX format.
The following products are in preparation:
• Yamaha MOX „Xtasyn“
• Yamaha MOX „Synth Xtreme“
• Yamaha MOX „Magical Pads“
• Yamaha MOX „Stage & Studio“
• Yamaha MOX „Phat Analog“
• Yamaha MOX „Organ Session“
• Yamaha MOX „Hypnotic Stepz“
• Yamaha MOX „Chill Xperience“
• Yamaha MOX „Mystic Spheres“
• Yamaha MOX „Dance Xpanded“
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Y amah a CP 1 A r t i s t P e r for m a n c es
A free soundset available in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.
A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of
Yamaha Music Europe.
The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to
cp1goodies@easysounds.de
containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file can
be downloaded.
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MOTIF X F
Fl ash M emo r y
Conte n t

Yamaha

third

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr.

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be

party software vendors to offer

Peter Jung (Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is

requested by sending an e-mail containing

an extensive amount of free and

based on recordings that were created over

optional Flash Memory content for

the past five years with the participation

registered MOTIF XF users.

of

The

flash

is

working

memory

with

content

package

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first
stock for a sample-library of up to 2 GB for
the non-volatile Flash Memory of the MOTIF
XF. This content package contains three new
User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms,
458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits.
It focusses on the sound categories piano,

two

well-known

Central

European

symphony orchestras.
The recorded sounds are very lively

the keywords „MOTIF XF Inspiration &
Symphonic“ to:
xfgoodies@easysounds.de
The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail
from EASY SOUNDS with a password and
a link where the file can be downloaded.

and authentic. Some feature delicate
impressions of „disturbances“ that are
typical for strings, such as the sound of
slightly hitting the instrument body with the
bow. All recordings were digitally processed
on PCs, collaborating with well-known
sound designers.

organ, brass & reeds, pads, synths, oriental
instruments and drums.

In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice
bank also contains sounds of categories

These Voice Banks can be individually
loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the
MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is
installed.

like Electric Organ, Pipe Organ, Acoustic
Piano, and Electric Piano.
To be able to load the complete All-file a
Flash Expansion Memory Module (512 MB

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ features

or 1 GB) is required. Single Voices can also

128 User Voices, 34 User Waveforms and

be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the

336 MB Samples (979 Keybanks).

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).
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MOTIF X S :
E uropea n Lo ya l t y P r o g r a m a n d
Or i e nta l S o un ds e t
The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-class content.
It is mainly a premium Voice and sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe which contains
the following:
• The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed)
• „Sweet Voices“ and new choir and scatvoices from the Yamaha Tyros
• Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS
• A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total
The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:
• 36 Performances
• 128 Voices
• 9 User Drum Voices
• 113 User Waveforms / 84 MB Samples of oriental instruments
• 6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings
„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic samples of oriental
musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, world, chill out, ambient and
whatever you can imagine.
To register for the Loyalty program and the Oriental Soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:
xsgoodies@easysounds.de
As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link
where the file can be downloaded.

S 90 XS / S 7 0 X S:
S ound p a c k a ge
A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for S90 XS / S70 XS users.
This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:
• Soundset „Pop & Dance“ - 128 professional Voices from the EASY SOUNDS library
• Soundset „Vocoder Dreamz“ containing 40 Vocoder-Voices
• The WAVpool contains 200 WAV files with a total size of 93 MB
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:
s90sxgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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MOTIF - RA CK X S :
Sound & I n fo pa c k a g e
MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract
to Yamaha Music Europe.
The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases, a demo song, and a comprehensive
guide plus tips & tricks.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:
mrxsgoodies@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

S90 ES , M OTI F-RA C K E S , M O 6/ M O 8 :
Sound & I n fo pa c k a g e
Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage that‘s produced by
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.
This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. Furthermore a comprehensive documentation and
other useful files are included.
This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:
popxpanded@esaysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

TENORI - ON :
Eur ope a n Vo ic e & S a m p l e b a n k
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & Samplebank“ to all
Tenori-On users.
The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:
• 18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)
• 4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)
• 268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)
• Comprehensive PDF documentation
This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:
tenorion@easysounds.de
You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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F re e D r u m k it s
for DT X 9 0 0 &  DT XTREMEIII
Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
There are five content packages available for downloading:
• Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)
• Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)
Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.
For more information and the download links visit
http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com
Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section.
Oc e a n Way Drums DTXPANSION Kit
These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from
Ocean Way (Sonic Reality).
The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:
http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php

F re e D r u m k it s
for th e DT X -MULTI 1 2
Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.
It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.
Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files:
File 1 = Acoustic Kits
• Jazz Maple (5 variations)
• Oak X Single (5 variations)
• Vintage (5 variations)
• Rock Single (5 variations)
File 2 = Electronic Kits
• ClasscDance
• Classic RX
• Drum’n’Bass
• HipHop90bpm
• House 128bpm
More information and download links can be found here:
http://download.yamaha.com
First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.
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DTX- MULTI 12 S o u n d s e t :
„Or i e nta l P er c u ssi o n “
The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds from the DTX and
MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals.
With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any
musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with the
best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled with additional samples which then can be assigned
to the Pads.
Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on
behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.
The download package includes the following:
• 50 Patterns
• 24 Kits
• 132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)
The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion
instruments.
The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.
„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.
Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and
many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen,
Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers.
Right now his band is working on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production of an electro-acousticoriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears in 2010.
The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his own music
productions.
This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:
dtxmulti12@easysounds.de
The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Fre e T u t o r ia l D V D
for MO TI F X S / XF Us e r s
The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all
registered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.
The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music
production environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics
like interactive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and
much more.
Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users,
because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.
To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the
keyword „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user.
Important note: This DVD can not be shipped outside Europe!

C ubas e AI T ut o r i a l V i d e os
for r egis t er ed u s e r s
Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of
the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music
Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included
– for those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good
reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music
production tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end
studios not very long time ago.
Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production
instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request
a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing
23 videos on how to use Cubase AI4.
The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks
last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail
containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your
name and address to:
musicproduction@yamaha.de
MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World
of MOTIF XS“.
Important note: This CD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!
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O pti on a l soun d s e t s for
MOTIF - Ser ies / S- S e r i e s / M O
„ Xtasyn“

„Hypnotic St epz“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for
dance, trance, pop, and electronic. Phat
leads & synthcomps, pads, FX. Special attack
Waveforms for punchy sounds

For users having a penchant for stepsequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth
sounds, drums and sequences are impres
sively combined

„FM Xpanded – Vol . 1:
Elect ric Piano & Clavinet“

„Magical Pads“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high
dynamic and authenticity, which are heavily
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer
new and innovative creations

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps,
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and
musical sound effects

„Phat Analog“

„Mystic Spheres“

Synthleads,
pads
&
more!
Time
less Voice and sample library with a
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It
contains atmospheres, pads, sound effects,
spacy synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads,
and analogue vintage sounds

„Chill Xperience“

„Vocoder Dreamz“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient,
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.
These sounds offer a high level of musical
inspiration

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits,
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios.
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„Drum Performer“

„Organ Session“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme
range of sounds achieved by different
recording techniques

This set is an impressive emulation of the
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ
sounds with concise key click and controllable
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

„Stage & Studio“
The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains
the most important standard instruments and
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding
performance and power

General Information:
The above sound sets are available for the following devices:
• MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,
		 MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

„Dance Xpanded“
Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres,
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated
pads, and arpsounds

• The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and
		 ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS
		 and MOTIF XF
Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeggios,
and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on
www.easysounds.de

„Synth Xtreme“

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other
genres of trendy pop music

The soundsets are available from:
EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker
vertrieb@easysounds.de
http://www.easysounds.de
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Impr i nt & f u r t h e r L i n k s

Important websites
for MOTIF users

Yamaha
Music Production Guide

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production

including a comprehensive download section

product series and Computer Music Instruments

http://www.yamahasynth.com

Published by

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH
http://www.yamaha-europe.com

EASY SOUNDS
Peter Krischker

American MOTIF support website including message

Am Langberg 97 A

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“

D-21033 Hamburg

downloads

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

http://www.motifator.com/

in cooperation with

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH

USB sticks for Yamaha synths

Siemensstraße 43

http://www.easysounds.de

D-25462 Rellingen
Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

John Melas MOTIF Site
Editor softwares for the MOTIF series
http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de
The

free

Music

Production

Guide

contains

news,

tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and

Music Production Guide
History

around

You can download all English editions already

Instruments.

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the
EASY SOUNDS website:
http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides.zip

Yamaha

synthesizers

about

recording,

software,

the

MOTIF

series,

and

Computer

Music

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music
Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:
motifnews@easysounds.de
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